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Nielsen Media Research, Monitor-Plus,
a publicly traded company, monitors advertising across 16 different media types (such as
radio, TV and magazines). The resulting data is used by advertising agencies, television
networks and affiliates, independent stations, syndicators, cable systems, and advertisers
to buy and sell television time, make program decisions, evaluate advertising
expenditures, and to estimate audience reach. Nielsen’s current business initiatives are to
add new services and expand into new market segments. These require a major transition
- from being a company that provides data, to being a company that provides
information. The following details the issues Nielsen encountered, and initiatives taken
when they incorporated Select Business Solutions’ UltraQuest Reporter as an end user
reporting solution.
• Handling a heavy reporting workload. As information is their ultimate product,
Nielsen generates a large number of reports. Producing these is a challenge.
Previously, IT had been generating all new reports. Though reports could be reused,
they generally required coding modifications of parameters such as date, state and
media. To support business growth, IT is using UltraQuest to enable analyst end users
to generate their own reports and to create a system of shared reports with selectable
parameters - thus, reducing backlog and freeing up IT involvement.
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